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DIGNITY: A JOURNAL ON SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND VIOLENCE began publication in late 2016. Dignity is a unique journal among the many academic journals for a number of reasons. Here are twenty reasons for authors to take advantage of its originality and publish an article, editorial, or book/film review in Dignity.

1. Dignity: A Journal on Sexual Exploitation and Violence is an open access scholarly journal. Open access means that the articles are freely available to all. Unlike many academic journals, access to articles in Dignity doesn’t require a subscription; no fee is charged to read or download an article, and your library doesn’t have to pay the exorbitant subscription fees that commercial, academic journals charge.

2. Dignity does not charge authors to publish their Research and Scholarly Articles, Frontline Reports, Editorials, or Book Reviews. There is no author processing charge (APC), which commercial, academic journals charge if the author wants their article to be available to the public.

3. Dignity is a peer-reviewed journal. Research and Scholarly Articles and Frontline Reports are reviewed by experts in the topic area using a double-blind process, which is considered to be the gold standard for scholarly publishing. In the double-blind peer review process, the author doesn’t know who the reviewers are, and the reviewers don’t know who the author is. The reviewers provide constructive feedback to the author to ensure that high-quality, relevant articles are published in Dignity.

4. Dignity has developed a new acknowledged peer-review process for more fairness and accountability in the peer review system. After the anonymous reviews of Research and Scholarly Articles and Frontline Reports are complete, with the permission of the reviewers and the authors, Dignity names the reviewers and thanks them for their time and expertise in the Acknowledgments.

5. Dignity’s acknowledgment of reviewers after the peer-review process is complete enables the reviewers to get the professional credit they deserve. They can list this professional service on their curriculum vitae and resumes.
6. *Dignity* is a non-profit publication. Its goals are to create new knowledge about exploitation and violence, educate the world about how to stop it, and help heal those who have been harmed. *Dignity* supports the development and maintenance of democratic, open societies where people live with dignity. Its goal is not corporate profit.

7. *Dignity* has an international audience of academics, professionals, and community advocates. Our readers, authors, and reviewers come from around the world. Articles in the first two issues of *Dignity* have been read in 123 countries.

8. Authors who publish in *Dignity* retain the copyright to their work. With a Creative Commons license (https://creativecommons.org/), the author does not have to sign the copyright of the paper over to a commercial publisher. If the author wants to use the article again, such as in an anthology, he/she is free to do that without asking for a copyright release from *Dignity* or paying a reprint fee.

9. Authors and readers are free to share *Dignity* articles immediately after publication. They can share them with colleagues and friends. They are free to upload them onto websites and share them through social media and on listservs. *Dignity* will never limit where, how, or how often you share your article. Authors will never receive a “take-down” notice (meaning you must remove your article from a public website) because you shared your article online. Authors and readers are free to use articles for educational purposes without permission from *Dignity*.

10. *Dignity* is committed to providing a publishing forum for professionals and advocates from local communities. A special section in *Dignity*—Frontline Reports—is dedicated to first person narratives and reports from individuals and organizations who have first-hand experience and knowledge of events and the impact of forms of exploitation and violence.

11. In Frontline Reports, *Dignity* presents new information from professionals and advocates in the field. Authors of these reports often name and describe new phenomena that have previously not been documented or researched. By publishing this new information in a scholarly journal, researchers, scholars, and legal advocates are given the opportunity to formulate future research and strategies for intervention.

12. *Dignity* publishes articles as soon as they are reviewed and edited. We do not hold articles until we have a full issue (as print journals do). As soon as the article is ready, it is uploaded to the *Dignity* site so it can be read and shared.

13. *Dignity* publishes Editorials and Book Reviews as soon as they are edited. A well-written piece can be published within a few days.

14. Articles published in *Dignity* are immediately indexed in Google Scholar, the most widely used academic literature search engine. Your article can be found in a Google Scholar search within a day or two of publication.

15. Each published article in *Dignity* is assigned a DOI (digital object identifier), which is a unique identifier for each article that’s published. DOIs are the current digital standard for identifying and indexing scholarly articles. Assigning a DOI will enable all articles in *Dignity* to be included in new academic databases.

16. Each author in *Dignity* can include their unique ORCID ID, a universal digital identifier that ensures that a scholar’s work is correctly associated with them.

17. All articles published in *Dignity* will be indexed in the Digital Commons. Each month, the author will receive a report on how many times their papers have been read.
been downloaded from a Digital Commons site and the countries and the types of institutions (education, commercial, government, or military) where the papers have been downloaded.

18. Editors at *Dignity* help promote your articles through social media, such as Academia.edu, ResearchGate, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

19. By publishing in *Dignity*, you are participating in a global movement to democratize knowledge by making scholarly articles openly and freely available to the public.

20. By publishing in *Dignity*, you will be part of a global community that uses both evidence-based research and professional and survivor experiences to stand against exploitation and violence. Publishing an article in *Dignity* gives you the opportunity to have an impact.

*Dignity* invites you to submit a Research and Scholarly Article, Frontline Report, Editorial, or Book/Film Review on the *Dignity* website at [http://digitalcommons.uri.edu/dignity/](http://digitalcommons.uri.edu/dignity/).
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